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Axisymmetric toroidal wave fronts are pertinent to the near forward and backward scattering 
by objects that have rotational symmetry. For spheres, the wave field produced by such a wave 
front is known as glory scattering. As the wave front propagates, some porton of it becomes 
focused on an axis, forming a structurally unstable line caustic. A specific class of harmonic 
perturbations of the wave front shape is considered that leads to unfoldings of the axial caustic. 
When the wave front shape is perturbed to have two-fold rotational and mirror symmetry, the 
unfolded caustic is a four-cusped astroid curve. The three-fold symmetric perturbed wave front 
propagates to produce a hypocycloid caustic with three cusps. In general, perturbed wave 
fronts with p-fold rotational and mirror symmetry have caustics of cusped stars, with p cusps 
when œ is odd, and 2œ cusps when p is even. These wave front perturbations have applications 
to scattering from symmetric, slightly nonspherical, homogeneous objects such as spheroids. 
Wave fields are computed using a Fresnel approximation of the diffraction integral. The wave 
field patterns associated with astroid caustics are displayed. They have features similar to 
Pearcey patterns. Applications to backscattering from spheroids, distorted torii, and axicon 
reflectors are noted. Certain inverse problems are considered. An inequality is given for 
determining the magnitude of wave front perturbations needed to cause a significant change in 
the wave field from that of a spherical scatterer. The merging of rays as the observation 
direction moves across the caustic is discussed using concepts from catastrophe optics. A novel 
expression in polar coordinates is given for the Hessian associated with propagation. 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Bi, 43.30.Gv 

INTRODUCTION 

A wide range of spherical scatterers produce backward 
or forward directed toroidal wave fronts of the type shown in 
Fig. 1 (a) (Refs. 1-12). These wave fronts give rise to glory 
scattering. The wave fields associated with this wave front 
have been discussed previously. ]-12 The present work was 
motivated by the desire to understand what happens to the 
caustic and to the scattered wave fields when the symmetry of 
the scatterer deoiates slightly from the spherical shape. Con- 
sider, e.g., a slightly oblate spherical scatterer made of the 
same materials considered in Refs. 1-11. This shape is gener- 
ated by rotating an ellipse about its semiminor axis. The 
oblate spheroid has two-fold rotational and mirror symme- 
tries and inversion symmetry about any axis which lies in the 
equatorial plane and is perpendicular to the axis of rotational 
symmetry (the semiminor axis). Consider a plane wave 
traveling perpendicular to the axis of rotational symmetry 
and incident upon the oblate object. The propagation direc- 
tion is parallel to an axis of two-fold symmetry. 13 The result- 
ing backward or forward scattered wave fronts should have 
the same symmetry as the oblate spheroidal object has for 
sufficiently small deformations from the spherical shape. An 
important subclass of such wave fronts is a toroidal wave 
front having a superimposed harmonic angular perturbation 
described by Eq. (10) below and shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

Portions of this work were presented at the 115th Meeting of the Acousti- 
cal Society of America [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Suppl. 1 83, S59 (1988) ]. 
Present address: National Center for Physical Acoustics, P.O. Box 847, 
University, MS 38677. 

To simplify the presentation, we take the expression p- 
fold symmetry to imply both p-fold rotational symmetry 
about the z axis in Fig. 2, andp-fold mirror symmetry about 
planes parallel to this axis. All of the scatterers, wave fronts, 
and caustic surfaces considered in this article have at least 

both of these symmetries (see Fig. 6, for example). 
We have used the wave front shape in Fig. 1 (b) to model 

the backscattering of horizontally propagating laser light by 
freely rising oblate spheroidal air bubbles in water. •4 Model 
calculations of the angular scattering patterns agree favor- 
ably with observations. In the present article, we consider 
only scalar (acoustic) wave fields. The caustics described 
are for a wider range of scattering symmetries than those of 
Reft 14. 

In Sec. I, we briefly review the theory of caustic forma- 
tion in general scattering problems. The propagation proper- 
ties of the axisymmetric wave front in Fig. 1 (a) are briefly 
discussed, and the explicit form of the harmonically per- 
turbed toroidal wave front shown in Fig. 1 (b) is given. Other 
surfaces that should give wave fronts like that of Fig. 1 (b) 
are discussed. These results are generalized to wave fronts 
and certain scatterers withp-fold rotational and mirror sym- 
metries in Sec. I D. The caustic surface associated with the 

general harmonically perturbed wave front is computed in 
Sec. I E. Application to axicons ]5-•9 are noted in Appendix 
B. 

In Sec. II A, the wave field associated with the general 
harmonically perturbed wave front is computed using the 
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction theory 2ø in the Fresnel ap- 
proximation. Computational results for the wave field and 
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FIG. 1. (a) The axisymmetric toroidal wave front of Eq. (9), near the exit 
plane of Fig. (2), which propagates to form an axial caustic. The ring on top 
is the zero Gaussian-curvature contour (ZGCC) of the wave front. An infi- 
nite number of rays (like the ray labeled oo ), emanate from the ZGCC and 
are focused in the direction of the z axis. (b) The harmonically perturbed 
wave front ofEq. (10) and Eq. (15) withp = 2. The ZGCC is sketched on 
Iris wave front as the dark distorted ring. In contrast to (a), only the (now 
unfocused) four rays labeled 1-4 are backward directed. (c) and (d) are 
harmonically perturbed wave fronts forp = 4 and 3 in Eq. (15). 

caustics are given in Sec. IIB. An expression is given in Sec. 
II C for the minimal wave front perturbation necessary to 
observe effects of the harmonic perturbation in the angular 
scattering pattern for a given wavelength. Combined use of 
the wave field and caustic calculations allows derivation of 

expressions useful for inverse scattering. 
In Sec. III, some detailed properties of the rays intro- 

duced in Sec. I are discussed for rays associated with the 
wave front in Fig. 1 (b). These properties should be useful for 
predicting the time delays occurring for the scattering of 
pulsed sound by oblate objects and are necessary for a more 
thorough understanding of the scattering process. In Sec. 
IV, the connection between this work and catastrophe theo- 
ry, as it applies to wave propagation problems, •'22 are devel- 
oped. In particular, we find that certain local regions of the 
wave front shown in Fig. 1 (b) are special cases of the more 
general class of wave front studied by Marston •3 that give 
transverse cusp diffraction catastrophes on propagation. 24 
(Readers primarily interested in Sees. 1 E and II may skip 
the applications introduced in Sees. I B and C and Appendix 
B.) 

Though the emphasis of the present article is on propa- 

ß exit 

r• plane 
y,•q•- observation 

/• ¾ plane 
astroid 
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FIG. 2. Coordinate system for the 
caustic and wave field calculations. 

The initial wave front is specified 
near the exit plane and propagates 
towards the observation plane. For 
sufficiently large z, the caustic shape 
in the observation plane for the wave 
front shown in Fig. 1 (b) is an astroid 
curve. Polar coordinates (s,•0) speci- 
fy points in the exit plane while the 
observation point is specified by 
( y,•,z ). 

gation in homogeneous media, it may be argued that unfold- 
ings considered are germane to perturbations in the scatter- 
ing from spheres caused by certain stratified media. 

The method of physical optics presented here gives geo- 
metrical insight into the scattered wave fields. This method 
is applicable to a restrictive group of scatterers, namely ob- 
jects that give wave fronts with geometries that satisfy the 
inequality in (21 ). A requirement of this method is that the 
objects have sufficiently large size parameters [roughly, 
kb •> 15, where k is the wavenumber of the incident radiation 
and b is a characteristic dimerison discussed below Eq. (9) ]. 
Partial-wave series and T-matrix solutions for the boundary 
value problems can produce accurate and general descrip- 
tions of scattered wave fields; however, these solutions, in 
themselves, do not always give the desired physical insight. 
For large size parameters, such solutions can become nu- 
merically unstable, and physical optics solutions become 
more useful if not necessary. In the limit that the size param- 
eter goes to infinity,the size ofditfracton fringes goes to zero, 
and the mathematical focusing of wave fronts to form caus- 
tics as discussed in Sec. I becomes the only necessary piece of 
information. In this limit, the wave field has a divergent am- 
plitude on caustics. It often tui'n out that the physical optics 
model appropriate for one type of scatterer is useful for gain- 
ing insight into other scatterers. This point is amply illustrat- 
ed in the present work. 

I. RAYS AND CAUSTICS OF HARMONICALLY 
PERTURBED TOROIDAL WAVE FRONTS 

A. Caustic surfaces associated with general wave 
fronts 

The relevant coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2. The 
initial wave front IV is specified near an exit plane having 
Cartesian coordinates x' and y'. Polar coordinates s (radial 
distance) and •p (azimuthal angle) are also used to address 
points in the exit plane. The instantaneous displacement of 
the wave from the exit plane is given by IV(x',y') (Refs. 21 
and 22). For example, IV could be the wave front shape 
resulting when an initially spherical wave passes through a 
medium with inhomogeneities localized between a source 
and the exit plane. We are concerned with waves that propa- 
gate from near the exit plane to an observation plane parallel 
to the exit plane, and displaced by a distance z. Cartesian 
coordinates (x,y•) define points in the observation plane. 
Observation plane points are also given by the backscatter- 
ing angle ?,, the distance r, and the azimuthal angle qx 

Strictly geometrical considerations give much useful in- 
formation about the focal properties of W (Rcfs. 21 and 22). 
Consider the surface z = Iv(x',y'). Each point on I4/has, in 
general, two principle radii of curvature, Rj with j = 1,2. 
[The Gaussian curvature is K = (R•R2)-•.] The vector 
S = [x',y',IV(x',y')] locates points on IV. Let the vector N 
be the unit normal of IV. Then, from the vectors 

P = NR• + S. Denote the z component of P as P•. The sur- 
face formed by the locus of all P with Pz (x',y') > IV(x',y') is 
the caustic surface associated with IV. We may, likewise, 
define a source (real or virtual) as the locus of all P with 
P• < IV. These are the focal surfaces of IV. In the present 
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investigation, we are interested in the regions of W for which 
the assumption that N is nearly parallel to the z axis is a good 
approximation. This paraxial assumption greatly simplifies 
the analysis. Direct calculation of P is a point by point pro- 
cess; another approach is analytically more tractable. 

We may define a distance function 

• = {(x -x') 2 + (y-y)2 + [z -- W(x',y')]•) '/2 (1) 
as the distance from a point on IV to the observation point 
(x,y•). Rays are line segments from (x',y',W(x',y')) to 
(x,y,z) for which the condition 

= o, (2) 
applies. Here, the subscript x' refers to partial differentiation 
with respect to the x' variable, etc. These line segments are 
orthogonal to IV and are the familiar rays of geometrical 
optics. Equation (2) is equivalent to Fermat's principle for 
homogeneous media. The condition expressed by (2) de- 
fines a mapping of points from the exit plane to the observa- 
tion plane. 

In the geometrical optics, energy flux travels along the 
rays. •1'22 Denote the energy flux (i.e., the power per unit 
area) for a local region of W as l'(x',y') and, similarly, 
l(x,y) for the energy flux in the observation plane. Denote v 
as the angle between the z axis and the ray propagation airec- 
tion. By power conservation, we expect the energy flux asso- 
rated with a bundle of rays passing through area dx' dy'/ 
cos v to remain constant as the rays propagate to the obser- 
vation plane, where the ray bundle has cross-sectional area 
dx dy cos v. (The cos v factors are necessary to give the ray 
bundle area normal to the propagation direction.) The 
expression for power conservation in geometrical optics is 
l'(x'd/)dx' dy' = I(x,y)dx dy cos • v. Using dx dy 
= [J(x'w')ldx ' dy', the energy flux propagated to the ob- 
servation plane via (2) is l(x,y) = l'(x'd/)/ 
leos v J(x ,y ) [, where J is the Jacobtan of the transforma- 
tion defined by (2). It may be shown that J = •2H, where H 
is the Hessian 2"•2: 

H = •,.•,. •,.•,. -- •.•.. (3) 
Thus geometrical optics predicts l(x,y) to be infinite on the 

(2), th H(x •v ;x,y,z) = 0. The area surface defined by Eq. wi ' ' 
associated with a bundle of rays has shrunk to zero on this 
surface. This surface is known as the caustic surface. Diffrac- 

tion effects on and near the caustic surface soften this infin- 

ity. Catastrophe theory 2'a: can be used to classify many of 
the singularities (i.e., H----- 0) of the gradient map [the ray 
equation (2) ]. 

Equations ( 1 )-(3) may be simplified by use of a parax- 
ial assumption, which consists of the following: 

2 2 
W/z, Wx.,Wy., and W•. W•, are all • 1. The distance func- 
tion becomes 

q$(x',y';x,y,z) = z -- W(x',y') 

X,2 +y,2 Xl + y2 XX' + yy' 
2z 2z z 

(4) 

Using the polar coordinate system of Fig. 2, (4) becomes 

•(s,½;y,q•,z) 

=r-- W(s,•b) + s:/2z--ssin ycos(½--tp) . {5) 
The approximations r•z + (x • + y2)/2z, and tan ?'m sin y 

were used in going from (4)-(5). The ray condition given by 
(2} can be written as 

(z•_ •)_= ( U, V) = (cos •/,Q • sintp Q•, s 

sin •bQ• + cos •b Qe,), (6) $ 

where subscripts denote differentiation and Q is given by 

Q(s,½;z) = s•/2z -- Ivts,½). (7) 

Using the approximate form for the distance function (5), 
the Hessian in (3) becomes 

Q,Q• Q•Q•, -- Q• 2Q•Q• Q• 
H(s,½;z) -- -- t + -- --. (8) 

S •2 •3 $4 

This is the polar form of H (Reft 25). Appendix A has a 
derivation of (8). The caustic surface is generated by the 
contour of W that satisfies H-•0 in (8). The expression for 
the caustic surface is (6) evaluated for the contour of IV, 
where H = 0. In the far zone (z--, oo ), Qm - IV, and H be- 
comes the Gaussian curvature of IVin the paraxial approxi- 
mation? •'•5 

B. Review of the formation and properties of 
axisymmetric toroidal wave fronts 

Backscattering from spheres can be predominately due 
to radiation from a wave front of the form shown in Fig. 1 (a) 
(Refs. 1-11 ). This scattering is often referred to as glory 
scattering "s.'•"4 because the circular interference fringes 
produced by the wave front form a "glorifying" halo. 

The expression for the toroidal wave front shape [Fig. 
l(a)] is 

W(s) = -- [A + (s -- b)•/2al, (9) 
where A is a constant [in Fig. 1 (a), A < 0], a is the radius of 
curvature of g' in the s direction for s.•b, and the signifi- 
cance of the parameter b is noted below. This expression is 
two-term Taylor series expansion for a general smooth toroi- 
dal wave front shape. Backpropagating the wave front a dis- 
tance a shows that the wave front appears to emanate from a 
ring source of radius b [Fig. 3(a) ]. The amplitude of a peri- 
odic wave field resulting from this wave front is proportional 
to (Ref. 2) Jo[kb sin yz/(a + z) 1, as seen also by the first 
term of (28) and (29) below with the perturbation param- 
eter 6 = 0. Radiation from PVis axially focused on the z axis. 
That is, some annular contour of g' having a radius s •< b is 
focused to some point on the z axis. Hence, the caustic sur- 
face associated with W is referred to as an axial caustic.'" •: 
An infinite number of rays from this contour came to fo- 
cus. "•'• The zero Gaussian-curvature contour generates 
upon propagation, the far zone or directional caustic. • i This 
is the contour indicated by the ring at s•b in Fig. 1 (a). On 
this contour, W is locally flat in the azimuthal direction for 
s m b, hence,. ray? emanating from this contour spread negli- 
gibly on propagation to the far zone. Away from the axis, 
two rays labeled I and 2 contribute in a given direction. 
These geometrical properties of Wcan be readily verified by 
using the expression for •'in Eqs. (6) and (8). 

The wave front Woecurs in the backward and forward 
scattering of sound by fluid and elastic spheres. 1•6 It also is 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

FIG. 3. The wave front ofEq. (15) appears to emanate from virtual sources 
with shapes shown in (a)-(e) forp --- 0, 2,4, 3, and 5, respectively. (a)-(d) 
are the virtual source locations that wave fronts (a)-(d) in Fig. I appear to 
emanate from. (a) is the axisymmetric virtual source location of the unper- 
turbed wave front given by Eq. (9). Reflected light or sound from torii with 
core shapes shown in (b) - (e) should give caustics shown in Fig. 7 (a), (b), 
(d), and (e), respectively, in an observation plane ( Fig. 2) with constant z. 

pertinent to light scattering by spherical drops or bubbles in 
the same scattering directions. TM A toroidal wave front 
shape can also occur when sound is reflected from a 
torus. 26'27 The reflecting axicon •s-19 shown in Fig. 4 an dis- 
cussed in Appendix B can also give a toroidal wave front. 

X ! 

exit reflecting 
plane surface 

glory 
ray 

. glory 
ray 

FIG. 4. Geometry of the reflecting axicon. A point source is located a dis- 
tance; from the apex of a reflecting cone. By inspection, the reflected wave 
front appears to emanate from a focal circle (rotate this figure about the z 
axis) of radius b. The outgoing wave front is given by (B3) for s= b, and is 
shown in Fig. I (a). The wave front shape becomes that of Fig. I (b) if the 
point source is slightly offof the z axis or if the cone generating angle 12 is the 
function of the azimuthal angle •b discussed in the Appendix B. 

C. Formation and applications of two-fold symmetric 
harmonically perturbed toroidal wave fronts 

Our present study of properties of harmonically per- 
turbed toroidal wave fronts was motivated by observations 
of backscattering by freely rising oblate spheroidal bubbles 
in water. 14 In those observations, bubble oblateness was a 
controllable factor within a certain range of bubble sizes. 
Larger bubbles rose faster than smaller bubbles and, hence, 
took on a more oblate shape. From physical arguments (re- 
viewed below), the perturbed toroidal wave front shape per- 
tinent in the light backscattering by slightly oblate bubbles is 
well approximated by 

W(s,•b) = •V(s) -f•(•b), (10a) 
ft(gb) = (•5/2) (1 + cos 2gb), (10b) 

where •V(s) is given by ( 9 ). The perturbation parameter •5 is 
the difference in height between points where the rays 1 and 
4 contact Win Fig. 1 (b). Generally, 6 need not be positive. 
Figure 3 (b) is the virtual source shape that the wave front of 
Fig. 1 (b) appears to emanate from. 

The expression for W given in (10) is the wave front 
shape appropriate for light or sound reflecting from a dis- 
toned torus of the type shown in Fig. 3 (b) when the incident 
wav4is directed along the - z axis. The torus has two-fold 
symmetry about the z axis. 

The perturbation function f• (g b) is related to the first 
term in a perturbation series devised by Berry [Eq=(37) of 
Ref. 21 ] to unfold the axial caustic associated with W(s). In 
our notation, Berry's conjectured first term is fj 
= eo s2 cos (2•b), where eo is a constant. The s • factor in hisf• 
term is not present in the unfolding considered here. 

Backscattering of waves by a slightly oblate object will 
be used in the remainder of Sec. I C to illustrate how W of 
(10) can be produced. Figure 5 is a model of glory ray 
paths •' J O.l•.t4 in a penetrable oblate spheroid with refractive 
index/• < 1. The interior of the object may either be a homo- 
genous fluid I or solid. 2'3 In the latter case, the internal rays 
may represent directions of either longitudinal or shear 
waves. Figure 5(a) shows the elliptical profile of the scat- 
terer seen from the z axis. Here, R (•b,z = 0) is the radius of 
the elliptical profile in the plane at z = 0. Distances a and d 
are the semimajor and semiminor axis lengths. Figure 5 (b) 
is the cross section of the spheroid lying in they',z' plane. The 
path of a glory ray in this profile is sketched. Figure 5(c) is 
the cross section of the spheroid lying in the x',z' plane. An 
oblateness factor defined as 

Fo = a•/d 2 _ I ( 11 ) 
characterizes spheroids shapes, which are oblate for d < a 
and prolate for d > a. 

A plane through the spheroid tilted by the angle •p also 
intersects the surface to give an ellipse. The local oblateness 
of this ellipse is F(•b) = a2/R (•b,0) 2 - 1, where F(0) = F o 
and F (•r/2) = 0. If can be demonstrated that 

F(gb) = Fo(1 + cos 2•b)/2 (12) 

exactly, and, hence, that 

R(gb,O) = alii + F(gb)l•/2•a[1 -- F(•b)/2] + O(Fg). 
(13) 
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Z, C' \ C • 
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FIG. 5. Model for the production of transmitted glory rays in two planes of 
a penetrable oblate spheroidal scatterer for which the internal sound speed 
exceeds that of the surroundings. The (x",y",z) system has its origin at the 
centroid of the oblate object, point C". The (x',y',z) system's origin is point 
C'. (a) Elliptical profile of the oblate spheroid in the plane containing the 
axis x" of rotational symmetry. The profile R ( •b,z = 0) is given in Eq. ( 13 ). 
(b) Path of a glory ray in the circular cross section of the oblate spheroid 
that contains they' and z axis. The location of C' and C" are shown to aid 
comparison of these cross-sectional views. (c) Path of a glory ray in the 
elliptical cross-section of the oblate spheroid that contains the x' and z axis. 
Glory rays of the type shown in (b) and (c) only exist in these two planes of 
the oblate spheroid when the incident wave travels in the - z direction. 

Equations ( 11 )-(13) characterize geometric features of the 
scatterer. 

Let the outgoing wave front from a sphere of radius a be 
the unperturbed case given by (9). Now flatten the sphere to 
give a slightly oblate spheroid. An argument for the use of an 
approximate perturbation function of the formf• (•b) in ( 10 ) 
will now be given. Rays that leave parallel to the axes, as 
shown in Fig. 5 (b) and (c), occur only in these two planes of 
the oblate spheroid. These glory rays are confined to a single 
plane, their respective planes of incidence. Rays incident in 
planes at •b•0 or •r/2 are not confined to a single plane and 
are called skew rays. Denote the difference in the. propaga- 
tion phase delay of glory rays in the x',z andy',z planes as k6. 
As shown in Fig. 5, 6 is given by 

6 = [2h• +kt(2h2 + h3) ]ellipse 

-- [2h• -t-/z(2h2 + h3) ]circl e , (14) 

where the first and second terms refer to distances hj defined 
in Fig. 5(c) and (b), respectively. Except in the circular 
plane •b = zr/2, the wave front is advanced as a result of the 
flattening. Along the glory ray in the •k = 0 plane, it is ad- 
vanced a distance --6. For Fo< 1, numerical ray tracing 
discussed below supports the limited use of an approxima- 
tion in which any dependence of the wave front perturbation 
on s is neglected. This gives Was in (10a) in which the focal 
parameters b and a used in th• evaluation of (9) are taken to 
be independent of •. Numerical results computed from the 
usual rules of ray tracing show that 6 is linear in F o, where 6 
is related to Fo through (14) and F o < 1. From the aforemen- 
tioned advancement of the wave front for •b = 0, it follows 
thatf• (•b) should also be linear in F(•b). Inspection of (12) 
shows that (10b) meets these requirements. 

The approximate nature of (10) is evident by consider- 
ing the impact parameters for the glory rays shown in Fig. 
5 (b) and (c). Since the cross section is circular in Fig. 5 (b), 
the impact parameter has the unperturbed value b. For the 
elliptical profile in Fig. 5(c), it has the value bE (not shown 
on the figure). Numerical ray tracing for/a = 0.75 shows 
that (be - b)/b is linear in Fo when Fo< 1. Furthermore, 
for the purpose of approximating the near-backward direct- 
ed parts of W, it can be satisfactory to neglect the difference 
of be and b, as well as any •b dependence of a. We obtained 
agreement among experimental observations and computa- 
tions on applying these approximations to backscattering of 
light by oblate bubbles 14 for which F o 50.01. While these 
approximations may not be very robust, they are sufficient to 
motivate the form of (10). Even if we were to take b and a as 
weakly dependent on •b, the topology of the farfield caustics 
should not be affected for Fo < 1. 

The considerations above should also apply to slightly 
prolate spheroids as well. In Appendix B, we describe how 
wave fronts in the form of (10) arise from perturbations of 
the axicon of Fig. 4. 

D. Generalization of Sec. C to p-fold Symmetric wave 
fronts 

The oblate spheroid, reflecting torus, and distorted re- 
flecting cone mentioned above are twofold symmetric ob- 

jects about their z axis. We can generalize the present study 
to include wave fronts that arep-fold symmetric about their z 
axis, with p = 2,3"-. The p = 4 and 3 wave fronts are 
shown in Fig. !(c) and (d). The general form of the har- 
monically perturbed wave front is taken to be 

W(sdb) = VV(s) --f(•k), (15a) 
f(•b) = (•5/2) ( 1 + cosp•b), (15b) 

where 6 may be positive or negative and •V(s) is given by 
(9). Thep = 2 wave front is W(s,•b) in (10). The part of f 
that unfolds the axial caustic (6/2)cos(p•b). For definite- 
ness, we restrict our attention to perturbations described by 
the f of (15). Our choice for the form of f was made so that 
whenp = 1,f=f• of (10b). In Sec. I E, we show that taking 
p = I only shifts the direction of the farfield caustic. 

An alternate way of harmonically perturbing W is to 
take b in (9) to be b(•b) = bo(1 + ecosp•b), where b o is 
cons. tant and e< 1. We do not consider this class ofperturba- 
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tion because its use leads to terms of order 62 in the perturba- 
tion of •V(s•bo) and it is less germane to problems of inter- 
est. We anticipate, however, that it leads to caustics having 
features similar to those described here. 

Reflections from distorted torii, as shown in Fig. 3 for 
p = 2 -- 5, have wave fronts given by (15). The cross-sec- 
tional diameter of the torus 26'27 determines a in (9). The 
amount of distortion permissible for the present theory to be 
applicable can be computed from the inequality in (21 ). In 
constructing a wave front of the form (15) for the back- 
scattering by a distorted torus, we assume the exit plane is 
near the distorted torus and use a paraxial approximation as 
in Ref. 27. The reflected wave is described by a phase shift of 
the incident wave just as in the standard treatment of thin 
lenses in Ref. 20. A distorted torus centered around 

(x',y',z) = [ b cos •b,b sin •b, f( •b/2 ] should give a wave front 
of the form (15) for 

When p is even, (15) is applicable to scattering from a 
three-dimensional (3-D) penetrable object whose boundary 
is given by 

R(•),z) = (a 2 -- z 2) •/2/[ 1 + (Fo/2) ( 1 + cos p•b) ]•/• 
• (a 2 _ z 2) m/•[ 1 -- (Fo/4) ( 1 + cosp0) ] , 

(16) 

where Fo, given by ( 11 ), is taken to be small relative to unity. 
Note that R (½,z) vanishes for z = +_ a. The distances a and 
din ( 11 ) are the maximum and minimum values of R (½,0), 
respectively; that is, a --- R ( •p = rr/p,O) and d 
= R (•p = 0,0). Profiles of the object in the plane z = 0 cor- 
respond to curves R(½,0) and are shown in Fig. 6. When p 
= 2,4,6 ..... the object hasp-fold symmetry about the z axis, 
and inversion symmetry about the origin. These symmetry 
properties can be confirmed by inspection of Fig. 6 (a)-( c ), 
which are for p -- 2,4, and 6. The mirror symmetry planes 
pass through the objects cross sections as shown and are 
parallel to the z axis. It is the inversion symmetry (i.e., center 
of symmetry m3), combined with the other symmetries men- 
tioned above, that allows us to extend and generalize the 
arguments given in Sec. I C and Fig. 5 to objects with p > 2 
and p even. Glory rays of the same type as those shown in 
Fig. 5 occur in each of the mirror symmetry planes in Figs. 
6(a)-(c) because the objects' surface normals all lie in these 
planes. For even p, the intersection of the object and a mirror 
symmetry plane is in ellipse for angles •b = 0, 2rr/p, 4rr/p ..... 
and the intersection is a circle for angles •b = rr/p, 3rr/p, 
5•-p ..... The objects defined by (16) when p> 2 cannot be 
generated by rotation of the section shown in Fig. 6 about the 
z axis. 

Figure 6 (d) and (e) are the cross sections of the p = 3 
andp = 5 objects generated by (16). These objects, and the 
others for p odd, do not have the inversion symmetry of the 
even p objects. The restriction to even p occurs because the 
oddp objects generated by (16) do not have cross sections of 
circles or ellipses in the mirror symmetry planes. Thus the 
generalization of the glory ray concepts in Sec. I (2 are not 
applicable to odd p objects. 

The argument given in Sec. I C for the formation of a 
wave front given by (10) and shown in Fig. 1 (b) for a slight- 
ly spheroidal scatterer can be extended and generaliz.ed as 

(a) (b) 

( 

( 

(d) 

Y" 
FIG. 6. Object profiles R(½,z = 0), described by Eq. (16) withp = 2, 4, 6, 
3, and 5 for (a)-(e), respectively. The objects have p-fold rotational sym- 
metry about the z axis, and mirror symmetry aboutp planes containing the z 
axis and the lines shown. The even p objects have an additional inversion 
symmetry about the centtold of the object. The cross sections of even p ob- 
jects in the mirror symmetry planes are circles and ellipses. This allows a 
generalization of the glory rays concepts of Fig. 5 when p is even. The cross 
sections of odd p objects in their mirror symmetry planes are half-ellipses 
connected smoothly to half-circles. Hence, the glory rays will not be the 
same as those shown in Fig. ,5. 

follows to objects with boundaries given by (16) withp even. 
Consider a spherical scatterer that is known to produce the 
axisymmetric toroidal wave front shown in Fig. 1 (a). Each 
circular cross section of the sphere can produce glory rays as 
shown, for example, in Fig. 5(b). Deform the sphere to a 
boundary given by (16) withp even. The intersections of the 
deformed object and the mirror symmetry planes [Fig. 
6(a)-(c) ] are circles and ellipses that produce glory rays. 
For sufficiently small deformations, the wave front should 
have a form commensurate with the object's geometrical 
shape. Such wave fronts are given by (15). The perturbation 
parameter t• has the same interpretation as given in (14) 
above. 

In Sec. I E we will not be concerned with other mecha- 

nisms for producing W(s,½), but will concentrate on its 
propagation properties. The primary result of this article is 
to obtain the caustic surface of W(s,•) given by (15) and the 
associated wave fields. 

E. Caustic surface of the harmonically perturbed 
toroidal wave front 

The caustic surface can be calculated by determining the 
contour of W, which satisfies H-• 0 in (8), for given z, and 
using this contour in the ray equation (6). To simplify the 
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calculation, note that, for W given by (15), Q in (7) can 
written 

$ b 2 

= ̂  + + 2(a + z) 
+ [s -- b(•/a) ]e + •6 cosp•, (17) 

2• 2 

where •(z) is the reduced quantity 

• =az/(a +z) . (18) 

The contour s = b•/a is the contour of the unperturbed 
wave front •(s) given by (9) which comes to focus a dis- 
tance z from the reference plane. Then, use of (17) in (8) 
gives an expression 

q4 _ • q3 _ • •p•q• cos p• - p• sin p• = 0 
(19) 

for the H • 0 condition, where q (•) • s/b locates rays to the 
•austie and 

• = •a/2b 2 . (20) 

It is trivial to numerically solve (19) for q(•) and an exact 
analytical solution is algebraically messy and unenlighten- 
ing. An approximate solution can be obtained when the in- 
equality 

I• IP•(a/k) • 0.025 (2•) 
is valid. This solution is 

q(H = O)•/• +p• eosp• + 0(• 2) (22) 
Then, using (22) in the ray equation (6), the caustic surface 
is given parametrically by 

+ (p+ 1)cos[(p- 1)•]}, (23a) 
•= (p•b/2k)((p- 1)sin[(p + 1)•] 

- (•+ 1) sin[(p- 1)•]}. (23b) 

In a given observation plane, with z constant, the figure 
produce by Eqs. (23) has 2p •usps for p even and • •usps for 
• odd. Several of these eausties are shown in Fig. 7. The 
• = 2 solution appropriate for the oblate scatterers discussed 
above in Sec. I C is given by 

U •/• 4 g2/• • [ (2fi/b) (u/•) ]2/•. (24) 

For fixed •, (24) is an equation for a four-•usped curve 
known as an astroid. This eausti• is shown in Fig. 7 (a). The 
• dependence of (2•) occurs through (18). The inequality 
expressed in (21 ) gives the acceptable geometry for which 
the approximate form (23) is valid. Larger values ofp give a 
wave front with more curvature, hence, it is reasonable that 
(21) depends onp as shown. Equations (21) and (24) were 
verified for p • 2 by numerically solving the exact forms 
(19) and (6) for the caustic surface. 

When p = 1, Eq. (23) is still applicable. In this case, 
however, the pe•urbation does not unfold the axial caustic. 
The wave front given by (15) withp • 1 is a tilted version of 
the axisymmetric wave front in Fig. 1 (a). Accordingly, use 
of (23) gives an axial caustic with tilt given by 
x=•U=8(a•z)(2b) -• and y=•g•O. •ence, •2 

(b) 

FIG. 7. Caustics for wave front perturbations havingp = 2, 4, 6, 3, and 5 in 
(a)-(e), respectively, for a plane with z = constant. The caustics were com- 
puted from Eq. (23). The even p caustics in this plane havep-fold rotational 
and mirror symmetry and inversion symmetry about their centers. The odd 
p caustics lack the inversion symmetry. The odd p caustics are degenerate: 
They are traced out twice when •b ranges from 0 to 2•r in (23). Hence, while 
even p wave fronts have 2p outer cusps, odd p wave fronts have only p outer 
cusps. 

has the simplest symmetry for a perturbation that unfolds the 
caustic. 

Forp > 2 and even, in a plane of constant z, the caustic is 
a 2p pointed star as shown in Fg. 7(b) forp = 4. Forp = 3, 
the caustic in a plane with z constant is a hypocycloid with 
three cusps [Fig. 7(d) ]. The p > 3, with p odd, caustics in 
this plane are stars withp cusps. This collection of"celestial" 
caustics beautifully unfold the structurally unstable • axial 
caustic associated with the wave front shown in Fig. 1 (a). 

II. WAVE FIELD, CALCULATED RESULTS, AND 
INVERSE SCATTERING 
A. Fresnel approximation for the wave field 

Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction theory in the Fresnel 
approximation 2ø can be used to understand the propagation 
properties of the wave field associated with the wave front 
given by (15). The validity condition is that the observation 
plane must be at z such that z such that z 3 >> kb 4/2;'/' and, 
loosely, that the observation angle y is not too large. The 
analysis shown here is similar to that done by Fujiwara •7 for 
the image of an off-axis point source produced by the reflect- 
ing axicon shown in Fig. 4. See also Ref. 2, where the authors 
performed a similar nearfield calculation for the wave front 
given by (9). Denote the pressure by P. The appropriate 
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diffracton integral is 1'2a •.20 

p(y,q)) = pa2_k•ri exp[ik(r + A + $/2} ] 
fo•[ikS2•dsfo TM x exp--)s exp[ I ikW(s,½)] 

Xexp[ -- ikssin y ½os(q -- ½)]d½, (25) 

where Po is the amplitude at the exit plane and the time 
factor exp( -- kot) has been suppressed. This is a polar form 
of the diffraction integral where tan y=sin y has been used, 
and W(s,½) is given by (15). Use of (17) in (25) gives the 
form 

exp(ikr) s ds exp[ikQ(s,½) ] P(Y'½) = P• i r 
Xexp[ - iks sin y cos(½ - Olde. (26) 

The angular integral is 

1 /-2,• 

B(s;y,q) = '•Jo exp{ -- ikssin 7/ 

X cos(½-½)]exp(i•cosp½)d½. (27) 

Neumann's factor used below is defined as e o = 1, %½0 = 2. 
Use of the Jacobi expansion 28 

exp(i ?f ½osp½) = • 
and the integral result TM 

o2'• exp[ -- ikssin y cos(½ -- q• ] cos npCd• 
--- 2•r(i)"PJ.p (ks sin y)cos(np½), 

gives the expression 

(28) 

When 8 = 0, B(s;T,q) ---- Jo(ks sin y), which is the correct 
form for the unperturbed toroidal wave front.• When p --- 1, 
an addition theorem for Bessel functions 2s gives 
= Jo[u • + (k$/2) 2 + kSu cos q] 112) for (28) where u 
= ks sin y. This expression arises because the axial caustic is 

only tilted whenp = I [see the discussion below Eq. (24) ]. 
The radial integral can be approximated using the meth- 

od ofstationary discussed in Appendix B of Ref. 1. A typical 
integral for the nth term of the series (28) is approximated as 

fo• exp(ik [s-b(•/a)]•j 2• ] "• (ks sin y)s ds 

b •(2•ri•/1/5 (kb•siny)exp(ik• n•') 
by use of the stationary phase approximation. The resulting 

expression for the pressure is 

P(Y,q))•Po exp[ik(r+ A + 6/2)] 

, 2(;•z)')exp[ -i 2 
• [21rk•l/2B [b •' X b •-k-•-- ) [ •,y,½), (29) 

where B is given as in (28) but for the indicated argument. 
This expression is valid for the same inequality expressed in 
(21); this limit to the validity of (29) exists because the 
stationary phase approximation was used. Convergence of 
the series in (28) is. assured by the J, (k6/2) factor. For 
n >> k [$]/2, the series in (28) is (absolutely) rapidly mono- 
tonically decreasing for increasing n. 

B. Caustic properties and computed angular scattering 
patterns 

The caustics for p = 2, 4, 6, 3, and 5 are shown in Fig. 
7 (a)- (e). The caustics correspond to virtual sources such as 
those shown in Fig. 3, and scattering from the objects with 
even p profiles shown in Fig. 6. They were calculated for an 
observation plane at a fixed distance z from an exit plane (see 
Fig. 2). The even p caustics have 2p cusps, and the odd caus- 
tics have p cusps. 

Whenp is odd, Uand Vin (23) are invariant under the 
transformation ½--, ½ + •r. Thus oddp caustics can be gener- 
ated by varying ½ from 0 to •r from •r to 2rr. The caustics 
associated with the odd p wave fronts [ for example Fig. 
1 (d) ] given by (15) are degenerate and are thus unstable 
with respect to slight deformations of the wave front. The 
wave front forp = 3 is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The wave fronts 
forp -- 3 and 5 appear to emanate from virtual sources with 
shapes shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e). 

The wave field of (29) has been computed for thep ---- 2 
term in Figs. 8 and 9 for several representative values of kb 
and $/b. The observation plane was taken to be in the far 
zone in these calculations. Whenp = 2 the wave front is Fig. 
1 (b). Figure 8(a) was computed for kb = 30, ct/b= 0.075, 
and $b = - 0.1. The minus sign has no special significance 
here, but implies an oblate, rather than prolate, scatterer for 
the specific case of backscattering of light by bubbles. 14 In 
Fig. 8(b), the astroid caustic, generated by (24) has been 
overlaid on the wave field. The wavelength used in this cal- 
culation is approximately a third of the maximum wave 
length that just resolves effects of the perturbation in the 
wave field [see the discussion below (31)]. Hence, the ef- 
fects of the perturbation are relatively mild in comparison 
with Fig. 9(b) and (c). 

Figure 9(a)-(c) are wave field and caustic calculations 
for $/b = - 0.02, ct/b= 0.025, and kb = 100, 500, and 
1000, respectively. The wavelength used in Fig. 9(a) just 
barely shows any affects of the perturbation in the angular 
scattering pattern. The wavelength used in Fig. 9(c) was a 
tenth of that used in Fig. 9(a). In this figure, the amplitude 
of fringes nearest the caustic, especially near the cusps, is 
greater than other regions. The caustic clearly separates re- 
gions of the diffraction pattern for which different numbers 
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(b) 

FIG. 8. (a). Angular wave field pattern of IP(y,,p)l z computed from Eq. 
(29) with p = 2 for kb = 30, ct/b= 0.075, 6lb = -- 0.1, and z in the far 
zoqe. The image was produced using 200X200 pixels each having I of l0 
gray scales that range linearly in [P I -• from white, for the largest value, to 
black, for the smallest valueß (b) The astroid caustic of Eq. (24) has been 
overlaid on the wave field calculation of (a) showi,•g how the caustic is 
manifested in the wave field for relatively small values ofkb. By compari- 
son, for unperturbed wave fields, P is simply proportional to J.(ks sin y) 
and does not depend on •c. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

I ! 
3 deg 

FIG. 9. Wave field and caustics patterns, calculated in the same way as Fig. 
8, for parameters a/b = 0.25, 8lb = --0.02, and (a) kb = 100, (b) 
kb ---- 500, and (c) kb = 1000. The caustic is better resolved in the wave field 
for increasingly larger values of kb. 

of rays interfere: On the inside of the caustic, four-rays inter- 
fere, and two rays interfere on the outside of the caustic as 
discussed in Sec. III. 

C. Inverse problems and a localization principle 

A condition on the wavelength necessary to just resolve 
observable effects of the perturbation parameter • can be 
obtained from (29) and (23). When 6 = 0, the first zero of 
the angular scattering pattern occurs for 

kb (&/ct) sin y.• 2.405. (30) 

Now from (23), a cusp point is located at 

U= tan y•sin y= (lS[/2b)(ct/•)p • . (31) 

Using (31 ) in (30), the wavelength must satisfy A $16[p • for 
a cusp point to be beyond the first zero of the Jn Bessel func- 
tion, and, hence, small enough to just resolve effects of 6 in 
the angular scattering pattern. Equivalently, significant dis- 
tortion of the pattern requires that 16] >•A /p•. 

A "localization" principle 7 can be applied to the series 
in(28) to estimate the spacing of fringes in the azimuthal 
direction for fringes near the caustic (see Fig. I0). From the 
properties of Bessel functions, the main contribution to the 
series should occur for n = k 161/2. From the cosine term in 
this series, the azimuthal fringes are spaced by angles 
npAq• = rr when Acp is small. Eliminating n between these 
expressions gives 

Aq• = 2•Tpkb 16/hi. (32) 

This expression matches physical intuition: When 6/b or 
kb-,O, there are no azimuthal fringes, and small wave- 
lengths or large perturbations (kb and [6/b I >> 1 respective- 
ly) give many fringes. This expression is tested below. Dif- 
ferent scatterers with the same product kb6/b have the same 
characteristic fringe spacing azimuthally; However, the ra- 
dial fringe spacing has an additional (kb)- ' dependence. 

At a cusp point, it is reasonable to expect, by the same 
localization principle, that both n=kl6l/2 and np 
= kb sin •'•/a should be true simultaneously so that both of 

the Bessel functions in (28) have their orders equal to their 

FIG. 10. The wave field pattern was calculated for the same parameters as 
in Fig. 9(b). The definition of the angular displacement Arp is shown. 
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arguments. Eliminating n between these expressions repro- 
duces the cusps angle given in (31) (from the geometrical 
solution), which bolsters the use of the localization princi- 
ple. 

The localization principle used to obtain (32) can be 
tested in Fig. 10. Consider the bright fringe near the upper 
most cusp point in this figure. The angular width of this 
fringe (i.e., the angle subtended by the first null on the left to 
the first null on the right of this bright fringe, as measured 
from the center of the pattern) is predicted to be Aq• = 18 
deg from use of (32). Measurement of the fringe width on 
the figure gives Aq = 19 4- 2 deg. The uncertainty in this 
measurement arise because the exact location of the fringe 
nulls are not well defined. 

Assuming that the cusp angle and azimuthal fringe 
spacing near the cusp of one of the outer eausties in (23) are 
known from experimental data, [8lb I and kb can be inferred 
from (31) and (32). From (31) it follows that ]6/ 
b[ = 2 sin •/cu•p/p 2 and from this and (32) that kb =pn'/ 
(Arp sin Ycu,p ) where z>>ct, thus •/a• 1, has been assumed 
for ease of expression. These expressions for 15/bl and kb 
give the geometric characteristics of the scatterer from ob- 
servables in the angular scattering patterns. For these ex- 
pressions to be useful, the wavelength must be small enough 
to give sufficiently detailed angular scattering patterns [i.e., 
the discussion below (31 ) ]. 

Determination of 8 from wave field data can be used to 

infer the oblatehess Fo. We have demonstrated this in the 
analogous problem of light scattering from oblate bubbles in 
water. •4 For scattering of sound from penetrable objects 
with shapes for which p is even in (16), 8lb should be linear 
in the oblatehess factor Fo of ( 11 ) as 6lb = DF o. Here, D is 
dependent upon the specific scattering mechanism, be it a 
surface wave, or bulk transmitted wave, which allows the 
formation of glory rays in the mirror symmetry planes of the 
objects shown in cross section in Fig. 6. Here, D can be com- 
puted theoretically from an analysis such as (14) frr bulk 
transmitted waves, •.2.3 or from GTD 6 for surface waves. 

III. LOCATIONS OF RAYS CONTRIBUTING NEAR THE 
CUSP POINTS FOR THE ASTROID CAUSTIC 

Rays are defined by (2). They are normal to Wand pass 
through the observation point (x,y,z). There may be several 
or no rays that pass through a given observation point. In 
this section, the types of rays (skew or planar) contributing 
to the pressure amplitude at several specific observation 
points will be defined and discussed. Here, W refers to the 
wave front given by (10) or by (15) withp = 2. The section 
of the caustic surface shown in l•ig. 1 1 (a) is the farzone 
caustic of W. When the obervation point is located in the far 
zone, (z•, kb 2/2) the Hessian of (8) reduces to the Gaussian 
curvature of W. 2' Thus it is the projection of rays from the 
zero Gaussian-curvature contour of W, which generates the 
far zone caustic? • The purpose of Fig. 11 is to show how rays 
merge as the observation point approaches and passes over 
the caustic surface. Appendix C contains the eqaations de- 
scribing these curves. These idealized rays can be observed in 
analogous optical experiments by viewing the exit plane 
from a point in the observation plane. 29 In acoustics, rays 

r2e [-c Far zone caustic 

(obsea,on plale) 
Zero Gaussian curvature 

4 contour: generates the 
r zone caustic. 

(exit plane) 

(b) 3 

FIG. l 1. (a) Directional or far-zone caustic generated by the zero Gaus- 
sian-curvaturecontour (ZGCC) for the wave front of Fig. I (b). By looking 
toward the exit plane in the - z direction, from observation points arising 
from the origin of this figure, and moving in the x cry direction, the rays 
that contribute to the scattering in a given direction can be identified. (b) 
The slightly elliptical curve is the projection of the ZGCC of Fig. I (b) onto 
the exit plane. The other contours represent rays that point to the observa- 
tion plane as discussed in Sec. IV. Ray trajectories were computed as de- 
scribed in Appendix C. 

near and on caustics can be identified by using time-resolved 
pulses of sound? '3ø 

Figure 11 (a) illustrates the far zone caustic and two 
paths along the observation plane that cross the caustic at 
the cusp points. Figure 11 (b) is a projection onto the exit 
plane of several contours of W. The slightly elliptical con- 
tour in Fig. ! 1 (b) is the zero Gaussian-curvature contour 
(ZGCC) of W computed from (22). This contour is 
sketched on the wave front in Fig. 1 (b). Rays projected nor- 
mally from W along this contour generate the far zone or 
directional caustic shown in Fig. 11 (a). The half-ellipse con- 
tour, which has circle markers on it, starts at I and 2 and 
moves closer to the ZGCC. Rays from points 1 and 2 on this 
contour pass through point A of the caustic figure in Fig. 
11 (a). Consider the consequence of moving the observation 
point in the positive x direction up to point B, taking unit 
steps marked by the circles. The skew rays (i.e., rays that do 
not lie in the x,z plane, the plane which contains the observa- 
tion point under consideration), which pass through a given 
point along this path, come from the half-ellipse contour at 
intervals marked by the circles. The skew rays to B come 
from the points marked B'. The cusp lies just beyond point C. 
As the observation point nears C, the skew rays from this 
contour move to C'. Beyond C' the skew rays merge with the 
ZGCC and become focused at the cusp point. When the ob- 
servation point passes beyond the cusp point into the two- 
ray region, the skew rays no longer exist. This merging of 
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rays is similar to that discussed for an isolated cusp in Ref. 
23. 

There are also two planar rays (i.e., rays which have 
trajectories lying wholly in the x,z plane) that pass through 
the observation points marked by circles. Planar rays origi- 
nate on W above the short line segments in the x,z plane. 
These segments are shown in Fig. 11 (b) and start at the 
center of the squares labeled 3 and 4. As the observation 
point moves from A-C and beyond into the two-ray region, 
the planar rays pass through these observation points. Since 
these rays are spaced far apart, their interference gives finely 
spaced fringes. 

Consider now the path in the observation plane which 
starts at A and is marked by squares lying along the y axis. 
This path has 2 skew rays that start at the center of the 
squares at 3 and 4. It has two planar rays that start the center 
of the circles at I and 2. The skew rays merge with the ZGCC 
as the observation point approaches the cusp point as de- 
scribed above. When the observation point passes over the 
cusp point and into the two-ray region, only the planar rays 
remain. Note that the skew ray contour and the observation 
plane path both lie in thesame half-space (y > 0) for this case 
and in opposite half-spaces for the contour and path consid- 
ered above. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Caustics are catastrophic in the sense that 21.22 the gradi- 
ent map defined by (2) is singular on the surface H-.O, 
where H is given by (3). In wave propagation, the caustic 
surface separates regions of space where different numbers 
of rays contribute to the scattering. 2•'22 Hence, the nature of 
the diffraction pattern changes "catastrophically" on pas- 
sage across the caustic surface. Figure 9(c) illustrates this 
point succinctly, where the caustic surface separates a four- 
ray region on the interior of the caustic and a two-ray region 
on the exterior of the caustic. The astroid and star caustics 

shown in Fig. 7 are not elementary catastrophes as described 
in Ref. 21-24, 30, and 31. Catastrophe theory is, however, 
useful for classifying features of these caustics as noted be- 
low. 

In Ref. 23, Marston discussed the general form of a wave 
front that propagates to produce a transverse cusp diffrac- 
tion catastrophe. To make a connection between Ref. 23 and 
this article, consider the local region of Wgiven by (10) near 
• = 0; that is, the local region of V/surrounding the point 
where ray 4 in Fig. l(b) contacts V/, including the small 
section of the zero Gaussian-curvature contour also. This 

region has the same general shape as the wave front shown in 
Fig. 4 of Ref. 23 and is given by Eq. (9) in Ref. 23. To verify 
this, Wof (10) is expanded in Cartesian coordinates about 
the point (s = x' = b, • = 0). Using Cartesian coordinates 
defined by (•,•1) = (x' -- b,y') the local region of Wunder 
consideration is given by W(•,r/) = -- • 2/2a -- •( 1 -- 
+ 2•r/'•). Comparing this expression with the generic 

expression given in Eq. (9) of Ref. 23, we find that 
has a form that gives a transverse cusp. This region of 
propagates to produce a portion of the astroid caustic in the 
vicinity of the cusp located at the azimuthal angle •p = •r (as 

discussed in Sec. III). Periodic wave fronts having the gen- 
eric form described in Ref. 23 propagate to produce wave 
fields described by the Pearcey function. In the present 
work, the wave field is clearly similar to form to the Pearcey 
function [compare Fig. 9(c) with, e.g., Fig. 13 of Ref. 31 or 
Fig. VII of Ref. 32]. Differences are attributable to the exis- 
tance of an extra background ray in the present work. The 
Pearcey function describes the wave field of three rays inter- 
fering on one side of the cusp caustic, and 1 ray on the other. 
In the present work, the caustic separates regions offour-ray 
and two-ray interference as shown in Fig. 11 (a). 

The comments above also apply to the local regions of 
V/near rays 1-3 in Fig. 1 (b). Taken separately, these regions 
of V/and their associated caustics belong to the cusp class of 
elementary catastrophes. 2 •-2• Each hump and depression of 
the wave fronts shown in Figs. l(c) and l(d), for which 
p ----- 4 and 3, also produces cusps for a total of eight and six 
cusps, respectively. For the p = 3 wave front, however, 
cusps produced by parts of the wave front at say, •b = •b o and 
•b = •o + •r, lie on top of one another in the observation 
plane. Hence, of the six cusps produced by the wave front in 
Fig. 1 (d), only 3 are visible, as shown in Fig. 7(d), because 
of this overlapping of caustics. 

In Sec. 6 of Ref. 21, Berry uses the axisymmetric wave 
front given by (9) as an example of a wave front whose caus- 
tic is of infinite codimension. An infinite number of topologi- 
cally different ways to unfold the axisymmetric wave front of 
(9) implies an infinite codimension 2• for the axial caustic 
associated with (9). Specific examples are the distinct p in 
(15). The elementary catastrophies of catastrophe optics do 
not describe caustics of infinite codimension. 2] The wave 

fronts of Fig. I and the caustics of Fig. 7 are not described 
globally by any of the classes of elementary diffraction catas- 
trophies. (However, as shown above, we may use catastro- 
phe optics for local regions of V/.) Thus the caustic shown in 
Fig. 7(d) cannot be a section of the elliptic umbilic catastro- 
phe? •'3• To further this point, note that a localized slight 
tilting of the wave front in Fig. 1 (d) will break its three- 
cusped caustic into a further series of cusped caustics, the 
number dependent on the perturbation. However, a slight 
perturbation of wave fronts that propagate to produce ellip- 
tic umbilic catastrophes 2l'3] does not further unfold an ellip- 
tic umbilic into a multicusped figure. The fact that both the 
elliptic-umbilic caustic and thep = 3 caustic have the same 
form is apparently only an interesting coincidence. Berry's 
comment in Sec. 6 of Ref. 21, "...then the point caustic 
should break up into closed cusped figures, the number of 
cusps depending on the topology of .... "has been demon- 
strated in Fig. 7(a)-(e) and (23). 

We used an oblate spheroid with sound speed greater 
than its surrounding as an example in Fig. 5. Consider now a 
spherical scatterer with sound speed less than that of the 
surrounding media. Let It > 1 be the ratio of sound speed in 
the surrounding media to the sound speed in the scatterer. 
For (2) i/• <i t < 2, it can be shown that a circular cross sec- 
tion of the sphere can produce glory rays having two 
chords 1'32 [compare to the three-chord glory ray model, 
where it < 1, for the circular cross section in Fig. 5(b)]. 
Thus, for/• in this range, a sphere can produce a backward 
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directed wave front that is locally similar to the toroidal 
wave front in Fig. l(a). Then, the wave front shape for a 
slightly oblate scatterer for whcih (2) 4/2 </• < 2 will be that 
of Fig. 1 (b). Thus our analysis for its unfolded caustic ap- 
plies to this problem as well. The fact that the unfolded glory 
for this case becomes an astroid was anticipated for this spe- 
cific example in Nye's catastrophe theoretic analysis. 33 

Chaudhuri et al., 34 used ray tracing to study glory rays 
(i.e., exactly backward directed rays) for the analogous 
problem of electromagnetic backscattering by dielectric 
spheroids having/• • 1.78. They found that when the object 
shape changes from spherical to spheroidal, the number of 
glory rays changes from essentially infinite to a small num- 
ber. The number of glory rays for spheroids depends on its 
orientation relative to the incident beam. They concludeZ4: 
"Also, on the basis of the numerical analysis it appears rea- 
sonable to contend that in the studies involving backscatter- 
ing from nonspherical dielectric objects, one needs almost 
never be concerned with the glory ray component." It is true 
that there are few exactly backward directed rays, in general, 
for spheroidal scatterers. However, we wish to emphasize 
that the axial caustic does not just disappear for spheroidal 
scatterers. The axial caustic unfolds to the astroid caustic 

shown in Fig. 7(a). Significant focusing can occur even for 
nonspherical scatterers. 

An asymmetric astroid caustic [analagous to a 
stretched version of Fig. 7(a) ] can be observed in the scat- 
tering of light 35 or sound 36 by an opaque (or rigid in the case 
of sound) elliptical disk. The boundary of the ellipse is a 
(real) source of edge diffracted rays? For plane-wave inci- 
dence, the caustic surface of the edge diffracted rays is a 
cylindrical surface whose cross section is the evolute of the 
ellipse, 35-38 which is an astroid. This is not an example of the 
problem analyzed in Secs. I-III since the (virtual) source 
associated with the wave front in Fig. 1 (b) is the two-foM 
symmetric ben t ring shown in Fig. 3 (b). According to (24), 
the caustic surface of this wave front has an astroid cross 

section in which the cusp points mooe away from the axis as z 
increases. For general p > 2, the cusp points described by 
(24) also move away from the axis with increasing z. Cylin- 
drical caustic surfaces with cross sections as shown in Fig. 7 
should, however, result when light or sound is scattered by 
disks with boundaries shown in Fig. 6. This should occur 
because the evolute ofR (•p,0) appears to be proportional to 
(23) for sufficiently small Fo. Hence, the aforementioned 
edge diffraction caustics should be generalizable to thep > 2 
caustics of Fig. 7. 

Some other examples ofastroid caustics are noteworthy 
though the mechanisms for producing them differ in detail 
from the ones considered in this article. Sections of a huge 
astroid caustic were observed in the occulation of the star e 

Geminorum by the planet Mars. 39 The observations were 
made by use of a telescope in an airborne observatory, which 
was in Mars' shadow. The Martian atmosphere acts as a lens 
with appreciable spherical aberration. 4ø In general, spheri- 
cal aberration unfolds the perfect point focus of an ideal lens 
into a line caustic? '4ø The oblateness of Mars causes an 

astigmatism that further unfolds the line caustic into a sur- 
face with an astroid cross section. 4ø'41 This experiment can 

also be performed using an Earth source of radio waves; the 
occultation can be measured behind planets (or stars in prin- 
ciple) with space probes. 4• Occultation data can be used to 
infer physical properties (such as temperature and pressure 
profiles) of planetary atmospheresfi 9'4 • 

In conclusion, we have considered the detailed propaga- 
tion properties of harmonically perturbed toroidal wave 
fronts shown in Figs. 1 (b)-(d) and given by ( 15 ). The caus- 
tic surfaces associated with these wave fronts were computed 
in Sec. I and the wave fields in Sec. II. Applications to in- 
verse scattering were also given in Sec. II. Ray properties of 
the wave front were discussed in Sec. III. The catastrophe 
optics of the perturbed wave fronts and their associated 
caustics were considered in Sec. IV. This work is relevant to 

scattering by slightly oblate or prolate spheroids and otherp- 
fold symmetric scatterers given by (16) when p is even, to 
reflections from distorted torii, to axicons (like Fig. 4), and 
to other scatterers that have p-fold symmetry about an axis. 
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APPENDIX A: CONVERSION OF THE HESSIAN TO 
POLAR COORDINATES 

The Hessian in Cartesian coordinates is given by (3). 
For • most naturally expressed in polar coordinates, such as 
(5) in the present work, it is useful to have the polar form of 
H. The conversion of H from Cartesian coordinates to polar 
coordinates is facilitated by the following relations: 

x'=seos•b, y' = s sin •b, 

s a = x '• -t- fie, •b = tan- i (y'/x') . 
The first partials are 

cos - 
and 

3s O• . •, =•y, •b s + •y, •b• = sin •p•bs + (c-•)•b• 
The partials needed to form the Hessian in polar coordinates 
are 

and 

sin 2•p 
tL.. = cos + 

sin e •b sin 2•'• + sin • •b•b ' + s •---•p• ' $ s 

sin 2• a •b•.v = sin 2 • •b,• s• •.• 
cos 2/p + •in 2½•b• • + .cos • ½•b, + ••, s s 

(A1) 

(A2) 

cos sin 2•p qb• sa 2 

+ cos 2½•b• * sin 20• sin s • •2 •,½. (A3) 
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Straightforward use of (AI)-(A3) in (3) gives the polar 
form 

S S 2 S 3 S 4 

This expression is rotationally invariant, as it must be, by 
inspection, because an angular transformation of the fo• 
• • • + •o, where •o is a constant angle, does not change the 
form of (A4). Equation (A4) reduces to Eq. (8) when • is 
paraxially approximated by (4). 

The validity of using the paraxial approximation for the 
purpose of locating caustics was recently examined by Dan- 
gelmayr and Wright? Since the cusps predicted here are 
generally transverse to the outgoing wave fronts, their analy- 
sis suggests that our use of the paraxial approximation, Eq. 
(4), is valid. 

APPENDIX B: WAVE FRONTS PRODUCED BY 
REFLECTING AXICONS 

Axicon imaging systems •-•9 of the type shown in Fig. 4 
produce axial caustics. A point source is located a distance • 
from the vertex of the reflecting cone. The outgoing toroidal 
wave front appears to emanate from a ringlike source. In this 
Appendix, we give a novel analysis of the wave front param- 
eters in Eq. (9) and describe how harmonic perturbations 
can arise. Though our analysis is new, certain results may be 
implicit in previous discussions. We include this Appendix 
to show how Eqs. (9) and ( 15 ) can give insight into a variety 
of problems. 

The direction of reflected rays in Fig. 4 follows from the 
usual condition that the angle of incidence and reflection are 
equal. The launch angle of a ray from the source is 0. When 
0 = 2fl, it may be shown that the ray is reflected parallel to 
the z axis at a radius b = • sin 212 from the axis. Such rays 
are referred to as glory rays in analogy with scattering prob- 
lems. Let h • (s½ ,zc ) denote the distance from the point source 
to an arbitary point on the cone having radial and z coordi- 
nates of (sc,z½) denote the distance along the reflected ray to 
a specific wave front of interest. The requirement that the 
wave front be an equiphase surface gives 

h•(Sc,Zc) + h2(s,W) = hc , (B1) 

where hc is a constant. It is convenient to take hc: 2•. 
Then, glory rays have h• = h2 = •. We are interested in the 
wave front formed by the rays launched at 0•2fl. A geo- 
metrical construction yields the following parametric solu- 
tion of (BI), 

W(O) = 2• cos(0- 212) + zv, (B2a) 

s(O) = 2• sin(0 -- 211) + b, (B2b) 
where z. = - •cos 212. Combining (B2a) and (B2b),the 
wave front is given by 

W(s)=zv+2• 1 \ 2• J 1 
1 (s- b) 2 

=2• + z• (B3) 
2 2• 

Inspection of (B3) shows that the wave appears to diverge 

from a ringlike source at z -- z•. Equation (B3) is the equa- 
tion of a circle of radius 2• centered at the virtual image of 
the point source (see Fig. 4) as expected. This is the same 
general form Wgiven in (9). This wave front shape is com- 
mon to most of the other axicon imaging systems discussed 
by McLeod. is 

An axicon can produce a wave front given by (10) and 
shown in Fig. 1 (b) in two ways. When the point source in 
Fig. 4 is moved slightly off of the z axis, the resulting wave 
front near the exist plane is given by (10) (Ref. 17). This 
shape should also occur when the cone angle 12 in Fig 4 
depends on the azimuthal angle. Let 12 (•b) = 12o + •/f• (½), 
where 12o is a constant angle,f• (•b) is given in (10b), and,4 is 
a constant such that 1,4•51 ,• 1. Use of 12(½) in the z• term of 
( B3 ) gives Was in (10a), where t5 describes the amplitude of 
the wave front perturbation and A= (2•sin212o) -• 
= (2bo) - •. Since bo = • sin 212, the term (s - b)2/4• ' also 
depends on •b. This dependence is of order 62 and may be 
neglected when 6 is small. The form off/(•b) considered here 
can be thought of as an astigmatism type of aberration of the 
axicon imaging system. 

Rayces •6 reasoned that the image produced by an axi- 
con imaging system of a point source offof the optical axis is 
the astroid caustic of (24). By geometric construction, 
McLeod (1960) • showed that a two-fold symmetric axicon, 
such as the one discussed above, produces an astroid image 
of an on axis point source. 

APPENDIX C: SKEW AND PLANAR RAY CONTOURS ON 

THE INITIAL WAVE FRONT 

In this Appendix, we show how the skew ray, planar 
ray, and zero Gaussian-curvature contour in Fig. 11 (b) 
were computed. When the observation plane is in the far 
zone, the distance function (5) can be approximated as 
•(s,½;76½) = r -- W(s,•b) - s sin 7 cos(•b - q). The extre- 
mum condition (2) can be written as • = 0 and • = 0 in 
polar coordinates. Use of W from Eq. (10) in these extre- 
mum conditions gives 

s = b + a sin y cos(•b - q), (Cla) 

6 sin 2•b = s sin y sin (•b- q) , (Clb) 

respectively. Equations (Cla) and (Clb) are coupled equa- 
tions for contours of the initial wave front W, given by (s,•b), 
which emanate rays that pass in the observation direction 
(y,q). Observation direction coordinates 7/and •p are chosen 
as independent variables. Equations (C1) locate rays (there 
may be up to four such rays) having the direction (y,•p) of 
interest. 

Planar rays, by definition, satisfy •/, = q and •b = •r + •v 
so that they lie in a single plane. Use of these conditions in 
(Cla) and (Clb) gives 

s = b + a sin y, (C2a) 

sin 2•b = 0, (C2b) 

where the plus sign refers to •b = Or. Equation (C2b) can be 
satisfied for •b --- 0 and tr for the observation plane path lying 
on the x axis in Fig. 11 (a) (i.e., q = 0 or •r), or for •b = •r/2 
and 3tr/2 for the path lying on the y axis (i.e., qv = rr/2 or 
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3rr/2). The planar rays paths are given by (C2a) for these 
values of •p. 

In Fig. 11 (b), we have chosen to investigate the skew 
rays contributing along the observation plane path with cir- 
cles as markers. These rays are given by (Cla) and (Clb) 
when q• = 0. They are classified as skew rays because we 
have relaxed the planarity condition that fi = 0 or rr. These 
expressions can be solved simultaneously to give 

26b b sin y 
s = cos ½ = , (C3) 

26 -- a sin 2 •" 26 -- at sin 2 ?, 
for q• = 0, and 

26b b sin s = sin•p = - Y (C4) 
2•5 + at sin 2 7/ 2•5 + a sin 2 y 

for q• = rr/2 (the observation plane path marked with 
squares). The skew and planar ray paths in Fig. 11 were 
computed from use of (C2)-(C4). When 6 = 0, there are no 
skew rays, which is the expected result for a spherical (or 
more general, axisymmetric) scatterer. 
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